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Huntress: The Cyber Game is the first title under the new deal with the
makers of Soul Calibur made by the French development studio

CyberConnect2. The game borrows from elements from the beloved
genre and combines them with classical anime references and

combats. It has an extensive customization of the character, and highly
accurate 3D graphics. PROLOGUE: A girl with cyborg eyes. She is also a
good fighter. She turns her back to you in a fight and you lose your life.
She is so good at combat, that she even fights good with her rear. The
huntress is injured but she does not lose her spirit, never turning away.
A strong female character. The game starts with Hikaru Hayashibara, a
girl with a "rear" so strong that it can defeat a man. She sees a strong
warrior in a mysterious helmet and finds herself in an island, to defeat
him and end the evil that threatens her. But in the game, you will find

out that there are more than one person who wants to kill
Hikaru.Natural Resources Minister Joe Oliver's decision not to launch a

major regulatory review of the Liberal government's emissions plan and
various energy projects in British Columbia is "unfortunate", says the

BC NDP. In a news release issued on Wednesday, the NDP said Oliver's
move effectively makes a "sneak attack" on the plan, which was to be

reviewed by the province's Environmental Assessment Office. "The
Liberals want to quietly transform B.C. into the worst of both worlds: a
petro state trapped between a political system hostile to progressive

energy policies and a regulatory regime that says no to good projects,
no matter the environmental or social benefits," said Mike Farnworth,
member of the B.C. Legislature for the riding of Vancouver Kingsway.

Oliver announced last month that major international meetings on
greenhouse gas emissions caps and the divestment of stock in oil

companies would be the focus of the province's review. However, in a
news release, Oliver announced that those issues would not be the
subject of his office's review. "We are in the midst of a great deal of
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change in the world. Our energy resources play a key role in both
global production and our own economic growth and development, and

it is clearly important that we continue to work with our partners in
Canada and internationally to respond to challenges," the news release

stated. The NDP
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Feast Your Eyes Features Key:
roll-on King Momma! Feast your Eyes

GamePressure.com's first Flash game and awarded an Editor's Choice
Best Downloads Award at the 2011 Independent Games Festival.

Flash-based dead-rapper boogie-down party game
Solo or multiplayer game

Three different party modes: Feast, Bad and Death
Eight screen-filling slides -- highly interactive and frenetic

Quality soundtrack
Engineered with Unity 3D

  

Roll-On King Momma

Features funky color scheme and breakdown screen
Dance beat plays occasionally
Packed with funky all new music - one of the sweetest bangers you're
ever likely to hear
This beat was cooked up by some ol' folks at ShoutCast

Listen to King Momma Beat here: 

Want to get a kick out of it? Download the King Momma! Flash game
presented by James Johnson.
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